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The excellent Bible origin series I found intriguing several months ago.
I continued to listen with delight.
Upon my third listening I trusted in Jesus as my substitute in death.
Prague, Czechoslovakia

Greetings!
Your site has sustained me for many difficult days and nights.
Your support for the military, based on Biblical principles, is greatly appreciated.
USM

I reluctantly begin the study of the ship journey to Rome.
{Acts: God uses only Defective People – lessons 32 – 36}
Immediately I was drawn irresistibly to continue.
The narrative is exciting and the commentary is enlightening.
The doctrine of Jesus is somewhat appealing.
Jerusalem, Israel

Thank you all the dear people who make these Bible lessons available.
We have no other teaching available for us.
Through these messages we heard the good news of salvation
and we continue to grow with each new lesson.
The stories of the trip across the sea are wonderful.
Many continue to be saved as they trust in Jesus.
Iceland

On behalf of many,
thank you for these great lessons which we have been clinging to.
We appreciate the strong support.
USM

Thank you for sending the Bible lessons to us.
There exists no alternate for us.
These are my life -- cling to Jesus!
Moscow, Russia

Amaze good talking of the ship travel.
Very amaze talking of Jesus.
This man is very amaze.
Beijing, China

All of the studies are perfect for assisting me to draw in the people.
The ship voyage series is a masterpiece and a Godsend.
Everyone loves them,
and they provide excellent opportunities for me
to witness as I translate.
Great work and great Gospel presentations
in the lessons and in the documents.
Beijing, China

Amazing messages which lifted me out of the darkness of the religion
into which I was born and in which I was thoroughly brainwashed.
These studies brought me to the cross of Jesus who erases all of my sins forever
by simply trusting in Him.
Nothing more.
Rome, Italy

The Acts series is majestic, especially the final ones tracing the journey to Rome.
I have invited many friends to listen with me.
They have been unanimously well received among unbelievers.
Now I will wait to see how many broadcasters conform to these new lessons!
Tacoma, Washington

The masterful Bible origin series led me to this site.
The Acts studies drew me to the Bible.
The Bible drew me to Jesus.
Thank you for saving my life.
Milano, Italy

Captivating story of the trip across the sea to Rome.
These lessons, being my first experience with the Bible,
have been very important in my life.
I have greatly benefited from knowing about the man Jesus,
whose name was very familiar, but of whom I knew little.
I am looking forward to happiness to know more of him.
Budapest, Hungary

Greetings from Ireland and a heartfelt thank you for your Bible studies.
I love this teaching because it is clear and thought provoking.
My thoughts needed provoking a few years ago
when I trusted in Jesus as my savior
after the lesson on Jesus and Nicodemus.
The series on the book of Acts was excellent, especially the last 4.
Dublin, Ireland

The lesson on God's poverty plan is outstanding.
I anticipate some hostility.
Chicago, Illinois

Comment:
Thank you for your comments.
Whenever Johnny addresses issues that have potential political implications,
we are never surprised to hear reports of hostility.
Just curious -- which particular lesson were you listening to?
Knowing this would help me collate the studies in the index.
Thanks!

Connie Tatum

Reply:
The Acts series showed that when people tried to share everything,
that produced poverty.
The parables demonstrate that private property is the divine plan
for economic health.
These are all excellent!
Chicago, Illinois

2nd Comment:
Thank you for your excellent analysis demonstrating your familiarity with the Acts
and the Life of Jesus series. I updated the Index today, including our most recent post -

God’s Plan for solving Poverty
God’s Three Sabbaths: A Sabbath of Days
I think you will appreciate the study. Connie

 A Sabbath of Years  A Sabbath
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Glorious messages.
For first time I found God after trying so diligently.
I found God in Jesus who is God, man, and the person who erased my sins forever!
Tbilisi, Georgia

The story of the boat would scare hell out of me.
But it is good.
It is good for knowing God.
Very new.
Beijing, China

The Bible origin and transmission series are the first important breakthrough in
New Testament scholarship since the 1980's.
These lessons are the first to successfully explain
the nuances of the Greek NT to laypeople.
And, the scholars I know freely admit that they have learned very much.
The facility in the Greek language and
the ability to read the ancient script based manuscripts
is extremely impressive.
Even more impressive is the inclusion of the Gospel in every lesson.
The series is a masterpiece.
San Donato Milanese, Italy

Amazing Bible origin studies.
Led me to the Bible and to serious consideration of Jesus.
Bonn, Germany

Les études de la Renaissance dans le contexte d'une vision du monde centrée
sur Dieu sont spectaculaires.
Je suis tellement heureux de me relier avec mon professeur de français préféré
depuis des années.
En fait, je savais qu'il était chrétien à cause
des messages subtils tissés dans ses conférences!
Île-de-France

Translation:
The Renaissance studies in the context of a God-centered worldview are spectacular.
I am so happy to connect with my favorite French professor from years ago.
In fact, I thought he was Christian because of
the subtle messages woven into his lectures!

The Renaissance studies
are found in the “History of the World” series, Lessons 42 – 46}

Very powerful listening to the entire book of Acts lessons.
Via the excellent stories I heard for the first time of the person Jesus.
A person, yes. But more.
Not just a man but the God Himself!
Hong Kong

And so He saved me!

Superb presentation of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle.
The spiritual insight was new to me
but is actually presented in a winsome manner.
I anticipate further research into the spiritual issues discussed by the professor.
Patras, Greece

{“History of the World” series, Lessons 31 – 33}

Before I began to listen to these talkings, I was complete ignorant of everything.
But in the now I have knowledge of God.
Knowledge of Jesus who also God!
Also then I was pleasing to have the know that
Jesus takes me with Him into heaven!
Beijing, China

The quantum mechanics studies were recommended to me many times
but I refused to listen because I have an aversion to religion.
However, many new developments are frankly troubling.
So I, in near desperation, began to listen.
I was stunned.
The speaker presented the only rational explanations I have ever heard about
time moving backwards,
quarks not really existing until they are observed.
Amazing. The religious aspect is actually refreshing and interesting.
Munchen, Germany

I was pleasantly surprised to discover the many lessons available on music.
The exposition of each lesson is excellent.
The teacher discovers the hand of God in every human endeavor.
The teaching about Jesus and trusting in him is basically new to me.
I am processing it as I continue the studies
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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